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What is CAPI
Computer Assisted Personal Interviewing is a computer
assisted data collection method for replacing paper-and-pen
methods of survey data collection and usually conducted at
the home or business of the respondent using a portable
personal computer such as a notebook. As the technology
advances to provide lighter computers with longer battery
life and user friendly software, CAPI will be used more
often, especially for quick turnaround surveys.
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How SESRI benefits from CAPI 
Features
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Known CAPI Issues Solutions
Skip logic error Automatic routing
Invalid responses Automatic validity Checks
systematic question 
sequence effects
Question Randomization for every Respondent 
question format effects Options randomization 
privacy Respondent can enter response directly
interviewer control Audit Trails
Interviewer Sample load Workload formation and Randomization algorithm 
implementation in Blaise
Production Monitoring Daily progress report.
Screens visibility and 
readability
Blaise layout capabilities and user interface controls
5Known CAPI Issues Solutions
Security Data encryption and access authorization facilities
Response data delivery Network communication and data packaging
Pre-field preparation Automatic configuration and software installation
Nonverbal communication 
and harmony
Good training and use of laptop for routing and pay 
more attention to the social process 
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Pre-Field Activities
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Field Work Setup
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Important factors affecting 
CAPI quality 
We believe that the following factors have the most direct effect on the 
effectiveness for any CAPI System
• Use of light Weight devices with longer battery life.
• Well designed questionnaire with an easy and intuitive user interface.
• Well designed protocol for laptop synchronization.
• Experienced interviewers. 
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Field Management 
• Social and cultural characteristics of the Qatari society
• The use of prior experience as an input into current surveys
• Communication & support during the field work
• Quality control procedures  
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Social and Cultural Characteristics 
of the Qatari society
Visitors are always welcome by Qatari households 
regardless of the nature of the visit. However, the gender of 
the respondent can pose some challenges during the field 
work which has important implications in terms of:
• Interviewer selection and training  
• The combination of gender in the team
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Field Work Team 
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Female Interviewers 
can interview both 
gender (Male &  
Female )
Male Interviewers can 
interview male respondents 
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The use of prior experience as an input into current 
surveys
In order to improve the data collection method and to 
take into account the needs of the respondents, we 
always
• Make use of prior experience
• Get to know respondent preferences
• Review field plan   
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Preferred gender of the interviewer, Expatriate  males and females
n= 768
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Mode of data collection preferences , 
n = 2139
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Communication & Support During the Field Work
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In order to improve communication between the field workers 
and the survey operation office, SESRI offers several channels:
•Local centers 
•Website
•Fieldwork  call center  
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Communication & support during the field work
Call center information 
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Quality Control Procedures 
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SESRI has several methods to ensure survey quality:
•Household  recall 
•Interviewer field follow-up  
•Daily phone call 
•Field visit check 
•Re- interview 
•Interviewer appraisal 
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